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In ‘Vermintide 2’, there’s only one path to victory and it’s defi-
nitely not diplomacy. You and three other team-mates must en-
sure you succeed in 13 varied and grueling gauntlets that make
up the game’s levels. Completing a mission nets you a hefty
amount of experience points and loot, succumbing to defeat
gives you only nothing but a small amount of experience. It is
this risk-reward gameplay loop that makes ‘Vermintide’ such an
exciting and bloody romp whether you’re playing with or with-
out friends. Each mission puts you on a knife’s edge as the AI
director monitors your progress, determining when to give your
4-man party a little boost and when to spawn a Bile Troll to
wreck all four of your dreams. 

A world in flames 
“Warhammer: Vermintide 2” is to little surprise set during the

‘End Times’ saga of the Warhammer fantasy universe. The iconic
grim-dark franchise along with its popular sci-fi cousin
‘Warhammer 40k’ once was more popular for being the chief in-
fluence behind Blizzard’s ‘Warcraft’ and ‘Starcraft’ franchises. But
in the last few years, ‘Warhammer’s fantasy setting as found new
love and created a legion of fans as ‘Total War: Warhammer’ and
the original ‘Vermintide’ became huge successes in their own
right. I would proudly call myself one of those ‘new fans’ as I
have never played a Warhammer game except the original ‘Dawn
of War’ way back in 2004. It was Creative Assembly’s magnifi-

Review

By Aakash Bakaya 

There are moments in ‘Vermintide 2’ that produce a feeling of complete cathartic bloodlust. When a horde of
rats and zombies are bombarding your weary party and you have only a sliver of health left to face them,
all any of you can do is fight back. Kruber, the mercenary who is welding a massive halberd lets loose a

stirring war-cry and gives your party a small shield and knocks all surrounding enemies to the ground. A gap
opens up and with the space created you’re able to regain your bearings and start cleaving with the two-handed
axe you’ve equipped on your dwarf for this very purpose. Chopping through rat-men, hacking limbs of Chaos war-
riors, blood and gore erupts all around and you lose yourself in the carnage in the best possible way. It’s as im-
mersive as gaming gets.

Bile trolls act as
one of the many
mini-bosses you’ll
encounter in a level. 


